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March course week: wonderful weather,
stunning accommodation…

working solution which would cover the further £4m
repairs required and to bring the Hall back into use.
Nick Hill, English Heritage Project Director for Apethorpe
Hall, ran the studio project. On the first day of the
residential week he gave a superb overview of the hall
and its history, shown here in the video clips from the
courtyard. He also took smaller groups around the hall,
answering definitively every question posed.
The visit was a great experience for all the students – both
those who have never had the opportunity to experience
buildings with such a rich history, and those who have a
particular interest in conservation and heritage. Nick was
a fantastic studio leader, and as a studio project
Apethorpe Hall will be a hard act to follow!

In March Cohorts 17 and 18 were treated to a week in the
Tudor country manor, Madingley Hall, just outside
Cambridge and home of the Institute of Continuing
Education at the University. Temperatures reached 21ºC!
(Those of you less used to the unique weather of the UK
might be surprised to hear that at the time of writing we
are in the middle of hail storms.) However there were
two complaints about the week; not enough time to relax
in the Capability Brown landscaped gardens, and too
much good food.

…and a fantastic studio project from Nick Hill
The theme of the week was heritage and conservation,
perfectly tailored to the surroundings, and the studio
project was the late 15th century Grade 1 listed
Apethorpe Hall in Northamptonshire. The Hall has
entertained Tudor and Stuart royalty, and has one of the
most important Jacobean interiors in the country.
Compulsorily purchased by English Heritage after falling
into neglect, £4m worth of essential repairs have been
carried out. The ‘small’ task set the IDBE was to find a

IDBE course recommended for re-accreditation
The IDBE is very pleased to announce that the course has
been recommended for re-accreditation as a Masters for
further learning with the ICE, IStructE, CIHT and IHE, for
intakes from 2012-2016.
Huge thanks to IDBE students Cham Ariyaratne and Chris
Poutney, who gave up their time to talk about their experience of the course to the visiting panel – they obviously
said all the right things!
The course has been accredited with the four institutions
since 2007, with RICS since 2008, and as a provider of
Advanced CPD with the RIBA since 2011. We are currently
applying for accreditation from CIBSE.
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Congratulations to IDBE Green Leaders and
Rising Stars!
Building magazine’s newly announced 'Top 50 rising stars
of sustainability' include Holly Knight (IDBE17), Alasdair
Young (IDBE16) and Clive Fussell (IDBE6), pictured below.
Holly has also been identified by Building Design as one of
its 'Top 50 Green Leaders', alongside figures such as
scientist James Lovelock, Government Chief Construction
Adviser Paul Morrell and campaigner Jonathan Porritt.
The Building Design list also includes Professor Koen
Steemers, head of the Department of Architecture, and
Professor Peter Guthrie, Head of the Centre for
Sustainable Development in the Department of
Engineering. However we think that Holly is unique in
being both a rising star and a green leader – go Holly!
Alasdair Young is a senior engineer in Buro Happold's
Sustainability and Alternative Technology group, Clive
Fussell is a founding partner with another IDBE graduate
Paul Grimes, of the engineering consultancy Engenuiti
(see Newsletter Twelve), and Holly is Principal
Sustainability Manager with the Olympic Delivery
Authority.

In the true spirit of interdisciplinary research fostered by
the IDBE course, Philip Adiutori (IDBE 16) wrote his thesis
on a method he has developed to assess the emotional
impact of landscapes.
Philip writes: ‘As development grows outward from urban
centers, replacing farmland, wild, and other non‐urban
landscapes, new infrastructure projects are required to
service these new places connecting them with older
suburbs and urban cores. Government and planning
agencies are guiding the transition of landscapes from
one use to another while meeting utilitarian needs, but
are these agencies successfully incorporating human
factors in the planning process beyond the utilitarian
necessities of urban expansion and infill? How do these
resulting utilitarian or “workaday” landscapes make
people feel? Could there be an easy way to map the
human emotions evoked from our everyday landscapes,
and then use this data to better inform regional land use
planning and design?
This paper investigates how an online photographic-based
survey might be deployed in a community to increase
public awareness, participation, and potentially improve
the democratic process of land use planning. By mapping
the results of Anonymous Landscape Photograph Surveys
(ALPS) asking participants to reflect on how a place shown
in the anonymous photographs makes them feel,
important human attitude information regarding a
community’s built environment may be gathered.’

Where are they now?
Jeffrey Raven (IDBE 14) writes: ‘On my side of the
Atlantic, I was invited this month to provide input to the
China Urbanization Forum in Shanghai, by the EU's
European New Towns Platform/Pilot cities (ENTP).
Earlier, I lectured at the Humboldt Fellowship Program in
Dresden, traveled to Bratislava for capacity-building with
the UNDP, which is increasingly focusing on sustainable
and resilient development methods. I am preparing a
proposal to them for prototype projects. Last week I was
invited by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
to be on their Global Change Research Program (GCRP)
Technical Steering Committee for Urban Resilience, which
will set in place design and planning federal strategies for
a resilient built environment.’

Pictures from the Cambridge Union, December
See if you can identify Sebastian looking dapper in a bow
tie, and David Adamson suitably imposing as Chairman.

IDBE on YouTube
For our latest videos visit
http://www.youtube.com/user/idbe2011?feature=watch

Important deadline!
Please note that applications
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